
 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 

  



 Do You Even Have Time For 
Research? 
With the limited time you have, should you even waste it on research? 

Greys + Robbins + Park + Harrison + First Aid + Journals, whatever year of 

medical school you may be in, you are busy hiking to get over the mountain of 

books that have been piled in front of you. In this wilderness of highlighted and 

underlined pages, do you even have time for research? If you are aiming for the 

gargantuan PG-NEET should you even waste time with developing a protocol and 

carrying out your own research? 

You may have been impressed with or maybe even intimidated by some student 

performing promising research in the first year of medical school, but should you 

be concerned? Is there truth to the old adage that a person who starts research 
early will be more successful clinically? Let’s find out. 

In most medical schools across the country, the trend remains that only people who 

are pursuing a residency in countries other than India pursue research. Since 

medical research experience is closely linked to a favorable outcome in a residency 

application, and has absolutely no bearing on your NEET PG score, people 

wanting to stay in India tend to consider it more as a chore. People however make 

this decisions based on word-of-mouth or intuitional knowledge, there has been no 

in depth analysis of whether or not research actually benefits you in the long run or 

not, today, we will provide you with information so that you can make a well-

informed decision based on your circumstances and inclinations. 

IS RESEARCH A MUST FOR “ALL” DOCTORS? 



We all believe that science is progressing faster than it has in the past few decades. 

Research is given more importance than ever before. This has lead a prominent 

researcher of the National Health Service (NHS) to say “It is the duty of every 

doctor to be involved in research.”  And most of us may agree with Dr. Tarek 

Saba and believe that it is because of this attitude that medical science is moving 

forward so quickly. However, according to an National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) (America’s National Research Agency) report in 2014, out of 

the 9,80,377 doctors registered in the united states, only 13,717 (1.4%) have taken 

part in any form of medical research. 

This was an astonishing revelation and one that made us realize that medical 

research knowledge and application is not as pervasive we once thought it to be. 

Could we make the argument that the 98.6% doctors who are not taking part in 

research are worse off than their colleagues, maybe not but imagine that if the 

current progress in science in America is being performed only by about 1% of the 
doctors, how far could we go with more doctors participating in research. 

So although on face value, research does not seem to be a MUST for all doctors, it 

is certainly a must for advancement of science and technology in the medical field. 

We still need to answer the question of whether it is a MUST for all medical 

students. 

“Don’t let what you cannot do interfere with what you can 

do.” 

-JOHN WODDEN 

 

SHOULD ALL MEDICAL STUDENTS PERFORM RESEARCH? 

The studies that I have seen at most conferences involve a questionnaire 

formulated on google forms with some vague, unsubstantiated parameters to come 

to a conclusion that does not have any scientific bases. There is nothing wrong 

with using Google forms and WhatsApp to help your research but studies that have 

not had adequate background literature search and appropriate scientific basis for 

their protocol, usually add insufficient, improper and sometimes, frankly incorrect 

information to the scientific field. 

https://www.bfwh.nhs.uk/our-services/hospital-services/blackpool-adult-cystic-fibrosis-service-bacfs/meet-the-team/dr-tarek-saba/
https://www.bfwh.nhs.uk/our-services/hospital-services/blackpool-adult-cystic-fibrosis-service-bacfs/meet-the-team/dr-tarek-saba/


 

Ezekiel Emanuel, known best for his contribution to the Affordable Care Act and as 

a special advisor to the White House, in his book Reinventing American Health 

Care, targets the research paradigm as an insufficiency. He refers to the 

requirement to perform research (or theses in India) in top-tier programmes as an 

“exploitation for trainees, for no improvement of clinical skill.” Although 

exploitation might be a strong word to use, in the larger question of physician 

shortage, trimming the length and time of training by doing away with thesis may 

help it.Dr. Loannidis is a professor of health research and policy and co-director of 

the Meta-Research Innovation Center at Stanford. He rose to prominence with 

a 2005 paper in PLoS Medicine, provocatively titled “Why Most Published Research 

Findings are False” (the title sums up the paper – incidentally the journal’s most 

downloaded research paper ever). After this, dozens of papers have been 

published highlighting inconsistencies and falacies with other research works. 

Keeping in mind these facts, being medical students, it is not beneficial for us to do 

research for the sake of it. Being ethical scientists, we should be mature enough to 

evaluate whether or not our research is adding to the existing scientific community 
and if it is not, we should not burden it with our findings.  

So whether a medical student performs research or not, what he/she should do 

before even thinking about starting one is a thorough literature analysis before 

he/she frames the question to make sure that the knowledge available today is 

being supplemented and not just repeated. Unless medical students are inclined to 

http://www.ezekielemanuel.com/bio/cv
http://www.ezekielemanuel.com/writing/books/reinventing-american-health-care
http://www.ezekielemanuel.com/writing/books/reinventing-american-health-care
http://metrics.stanford.edu/
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
http://www.lexiconin.com/blogs/doypuhavetimeforresearch/attachment/william-iven-19843-unsplash/


think in this ethical and responsible manner, no, not all medical students should 
perform research. 

PS: Google forms is an amazing tool for conducting research, however, surveys, 

after case studies, have the least level of evidence and therefore, unless the 

research questionnaire is framed properly, surveys do not carry much weight in the 

medical community. 

 DID YOU KNOW? 

THERE IS AN ABUNDANCE OF PUBLISHED RESEARCH, SOME OF WHICH 

IS HIGHLY EXAGGERATED OR EVEN PLAIN FALSE 

 

BUT I AM DOING NEET, WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT RESEARCH? 

No. You should not waste time with research. 

This would be the advice you either have received from the AIR 12 in your 

college or a thought that you yourself have accepted as true. This is usually 

occurs as a result of students thinking that research is not part of the NEET PG 

Scoring criteria. Most people think, “I do not get extra marks for writing research 

paper, shouldn’t I instead just study my Devesh Mishra?” 

 

But what these people don’t realize is that performing research is not just about the 

commendation you receive for publishing an article, it is about all round 

http://www.lexiconin.com/blogs/doypuhavetimeforresearch/attachment/thought-catalog-575840-unsplash/


development. Research is not just an activity. It is a habit. It needs to be ingrained 

in your psyche as you move through the steps of the medical profession. You need 

to perform research when you do become a physician because a research 

experience may be the first time you have to write and record what you do, think, 

and find; coherently, concisely and precisely. This can contribute to you 

developing lasting habits of critical thinking. This is the mindset that research can 

build up, and this is surely the mindset we want in clinical medicine and population 

health, where continuing critical appraisal of new evidence and engagement with 

new ideas is vital. 

“There is evidence to prove that in addition to stimulating ongoing interest in 

learning, this intellectually curious mindset contributes to a sense of personal 

satisfaction and eagerness to engage in discovery and learning as part of a team.” 

So, does this mean that you should involve yourself in 20 research projects in the 

last 2 months of final year of your studies? NO! However, there is a middle ground 

between no research and going berserk with research projects. You can pick any 

topic you like in any field and do some research in that topic. Find a mentor and 

work on your project in your free time. Doing a research study is not as hard as it is 

pegged to be, and does not utilise all your time. 

So even if you are giving the NEET or any exam that does not give weightage to 

research in its evaluation, if you desire personal growth, want to treat your patients 

with the highest standard and want to inculcate a habit of research for the future, 

YOU SHOULD DO RESEARCH, even in the smallest possible way! 

 

  



 

  



“ALEXA, SHOW ME THE 
FUTURE OF MEDICINE?” 
Thinking of the future, everyone’s mind is filled with images of technology 

and artificial intelligence taking over every field. And of course, medical 

science is no exception. Maybe it will be an iron man era with marvelous 

medical technologies! Technology will surely bring about a revolution in 

healthcare delivery. And this new chapter in medical science has already 

begun. 

Artificial intelligence, or in simple words, intelligence shown by machines, is 

any device which can perceive its environment and take actions which 

maximize its chance for successfully achieving its goals. So where does AI 

fit in medical science? 

The process of healthcare delivery is not a simple one. It involves diagnosis 

and treatment but these two steps alone require a lot of background work. It 

involves gathering proper, accurate and relevant history of the patient’s 

condition. Analyzing and interpreting the information to come to a diagnosis 

and then choosing the appropriate treatment, suitable and optimum for every 

individual patient. It doesn’t end here. A proper follow up by the patient is 

necessary to ensure their long term good health. So if there was a smart, 

intelligent and most importantly VERY quick and accurate assistant to help 

the doctor in any of the above steps, won’t it be much easier to deliver quality 

and quantity healthcare to the patients? This is what AI is all about.  

The first application of AI in medicine was a system called MYCIN which 

used artificial intelligence to identify bacteria causing severe infections and 

to recommend antibiotics, with the dosage adjusted according to the 

patient’s weight. Though it was not completely successful, it set the 

birthstone for endless medical technologies to be built upon. 

Here’s a very common scenario which most of us might have come across. 

Anil, a healthy 40 year old man suddenly passed away of cardiac arrest! “But 

he was in good health! Fit and fine, how could this happen?” And so is the 

case with the numerous cardiac arrest deaths. But what if your health records 

are maintained in an AI system as an electronic health record and the data 



is timely updated automatically, the activity levels measured by wearable 

devices, medication adherence patterns from pharmacy data, breathing and 

pulse rates from home-based sensors, weight fluctuations from “smart” 

scale, exposure to air pollution from environmental sensors? The system 

would keep interpreting the data and high risk patients will be easily 

identified. This is exactly what UK’s National Health Service is trying to 

achieve through the DeepMind platform, using an app to gather the 

information. 

Radiology is the field which has the highest current use of AI. Imaging results 

can be more accurately interpreted as AI can detect minute changes, 

invisible to the eye of the most experienced doctors, thus aiding diagnosis. 

A study at Stanford created an algorithm that can detect pneumonia better 

than radiologists can. 

The IDx-DR is another breakthrough which can revolutionize healthcare 

delivery. It is the first and only FDA authorized AI system for the autonomous 

detection of diabetic retinopathy. As an autonomous, AI-based system, IDx-

DR is unique in that it makes an assessment without the need for a clinician 

to also interpret the image or results, making it usable by health care 

providers who may not normally be involved in eye care. 

Virtual assistants are on the rise and are a hit with not 

only the young generation but also the old. In a study 

conducted in an assisted living facility for the old, the 

occupants were given amazon’s Alexa. It was found 

that Alexa helped them with their loneliness as there 

was always someone to talk to. In case of dementia 

patients, it was a blessing allowing them to become a 

little less dependent on others by setting periodic 

reminders of medications and other day to day tasks. It 

has been proposed that such virtual assistants could also be used to detect 

if there is an emergency health risk to the patient and call for help. This might 

be possible by incorporating an ultrasound system which can physically 

detect the patient. In short, we can have someone monitoring and assisting 

the patient at all times. 

These and many such innovations are all set to make healthcare delivery 

much easier, especially in developing countries. The major healthcare issue 



in developing countries is the very low doctor: patient ratio. The rural areas 

have no access to proper healthcare. The hospitals in the city are overloaded 

with patients making it impossible for the doctors to give quality healthcare 

to every patient. But with the incorporation of AI, the scenario becomes much 

easier.  

Telemedicine, an emerging branch has made possible for the best doctors 

of the world to use their expertise in the most remote areas. Drones, can now 

provide emergency first aid care, which proves lifesaving in areas where a 

doctor can’t reach soon enough. Electronic health records can maintain the 

proper data and give interpretations saving the time of the doctor, which is 

the need of the hour in a government hospital setup. 

The emergence of artificial intelligence has thus started the evolution of 

medical science, leading us to an era of better and intelligent healthcare. 

This era will see an amalgamation of technology and medicine to work 

towards the common goal of better healthcare. This, indeed, is the future of 

medicine. 

 

  



 

  



WHEN HUMANS BECOME 
RATS.... 

Let me begin by clarifying one thing. I may be related to the medical 

profession, but I am not a doctor, studying or otherwise. My 

thoughts on this subject are purely from the point of view of an 

outsider. 

 

There was a time when I had studied and applied to become a 

doctor. When the prospect of wielding a stethoscope or maybe 

even a scalpel was what dreams were made of. Some of us did get 

to live it; others like me didn’t. 

Today, it’s more than a decade since I changed paths. I am happily 

settled into my job, able to run a livelihood and support my family. 

And when I look around, I see some of my friends from medical 

background studying. If I shrug subtlety, ‘still studying’. 

We all live in a rat race. Ever since 

we join school, it is all about the 

next milestone. There was a time 

when the standard 10+2+3/4 

regimen was sufficient. Then 

Masters came in and everyone 

rushed to have that feather in their cap. For medical students, it is 



even more difficult. With a year of internship and then another of 

rural service, education seems like an endless nightmare. The 

years that go into educating a doctor makes one think- If wisdom 

comes with age, does the adage apply to a doctor too? 

You are almost forty by the time you start settling into the role of a 

doctor- a specialist that is. And then, there’s always additional 

specialization that you may have to pick up on the way. The rat 

race, for a doctor, truly never stops. 

Unless, of course, you pull the plug on it. The question is, 

should you? 

The answer will depend from 

person to person. Medicine is 

indeed a noble profession and the 

years that are required to hone a 

doctor are essential. So, while the 

curriculum is going to stay, it is up 

to the individual to decide if he or 

she has the passion to keep up, not to mention the capability. 

Medicine field has been known to have the highest burnout rate. 

What good will it do if you finally become a doctor who has 

specialized in the field you wanted and end up requiring therapy 

because you cannot cope up with life? Your patients are going to 

suffer, thereby making you forefeet on the promise you made to 

yourself when you signed up for being a doctor. 

It is a choice you have to make, because every person responds to 

it differently. Not everyone will burnout, and not everyone will be 

able to sustain the pressure. 

More importantly, it is time we stop taking away importance from 

MBBS degree. The whole notion about MBBS not being sufficient 

should be wiped off. It is sad to see the degree being reduced to 



the stature of nothingness, when the first doctor you visit when you 

have any ailment is your family physician. 

Once we understand this, the unnecessary pressure of chugging 

along will eventually lessen, if not disappear completely. 

  



 

  



CAREER OPTIONS FOR THE 
MILLENIALS! 
In this age of technological advancements and social media, 

various new career options have emerged in each field. And the 

field of medicine hasn’t been kept vary of it.  

As of 2019, any MBBS graduate does not have to just pursue the 

traditionalistic MS or MD but can choose from a plethora of options.  

The first on the list is Clinical Research 

The medical industry is constantly evolving, and is extremely 

dynamic. If you have a penchant for curiosity and a love for 

conducting and leading research projects, you might want to give 

medical research some serious consideration. New drugs, 

treatments, technologies etc. are being developed daily. 

Albert Szent Gyorgi said, “Research is to see what 

everybody else has seen, and to think what nobody else 

has thought” 

Clinical research opens doors to advancing prevention, treatments 

and cures for diseases and disability. It caters to finding the ‘WHY’ 

and ‘HOW’ of medicine which we often forget to ask.  

In recent years, various advancements have been made in clinical 

research and its scope is increasing in India. We can find 

inspiration from many exemplary scientists who made a mark in the 

field of clinical research.  

One such name is Dr. Atul Goel. He has been instrumental in 

neurosurgery creating an innovative technique that he calls 

atlantoaxial facetal distraction and craniovertebral realignment. 



The technique used to treat basilar invagination is fast being 

adopted across the world as a better alternative to the conventional 

procedure of surgery via the mouth. 

Another duo who have made a 

breakthrough discovery is Partha 

Dasgupta and Sujit Basuwhen they 

discovered that dopamine doesn't just work 

as a mood booster, but could also help kill 

tumours, in a 14 year old study.  

Asima Chatterjee proved that Indian women can make just as 

important scientific contributions to medicine as their male 

counterparts through her research on periwinkle-derived alkaloids 

that have anti-cancer properties. She also contributed to the 

development of powerful anti-malarial and anti-epileptic drugs. 

 

Nanotechnology 
This is an unorthodox field which has recently come up and 

promises new innovations in the field of medicine.  

It involves Regenerative Medicine using novel nanomaterials. 

Regeneration of tissues and organs is an exciting area of research, 

and involves developing a nanostructured scaffold based approach 

for tissue regeneration. 

It also deals with early diagnostics 

and treatment of diseases such as 

cancer through cancer 

nanotechnology, developing 

medical devices with improved 

biocompatibility and function using 



nanomaterials and development of biomedical Nano sensors.  

Bioinformatics  

If you are a medical student who loves molecular biology then the 

field for you is bioinformatics.  

Bioinformatics is the application of statistics and computer 

science to the field of molecular biology. 

Bioinformatics now entails the creation and advancement of 
databases, algorithms, computational and statistical techniques 
and theory to solve formal and practical problems arising from the 
management and analysis of biological data. 

Over the past few decades rapid developments in genomic and 

other molecular research technologies and developments in 

technology have combined to produce a tremendous amount of 

information related to molecular biology. 

Common activities in bioinformatics include mapping and 

analysing DNA and protein sequences, aligning different DNA and 

protein sequences to compare them and creating and viewing 3-D 

models of protein structures. 

Electronics technology continues to make an astonishing impact in 

medicine. An entire biomedical industry has emerged with 

sophisticated diagnostic, treatment, and surgical systems that are 

extending our lifespans and giving us far more enjoyable lifestyles. 

 Research and design efforts are reaching down into the atomic 

and molecular levels to better understand and create biomedical 

systems that interact more smoothly with the human body.  From 

developing silicon brain implants to cure Alzheimer’s and stroke to 

the development of a stomach pacemaker which will help 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA


overweight individuals lose weight without surgery, there are varied 

researches being conducted.  

 We can say that imagination holds no bounds as to how far 

technology will go in the medical field. We can certainly expect to 

live longer and better lives thanks to electronics technology! 

 

  



 

  



SMARTER THAN HUMANS?  
Intelligence is no longer defined by an IQ score alone and includes 

socio-adaptive functioning. Considering the materialistic and 

competitive world that we live in, where time and memory are 

always falling short; the techno-savvy assisted by their gadgets 

might often have an edge.  

However, does that mean that technology or artificial intelligence in 

question is smarter than us? In the coming decades, will it 

outperform its master (humans)? Should we be worried about an 

apocalypse in the making? 

History tells us that every several scientific breakthroughs 

appeared in the works of art long before it materialized in reality for 

example heliocentrism, airplanes etcetera. Considering that 

movies are the most loved (and highest paid) form of art; it is not 

surprising in this context to appreciate the large number of movies 

in the last decade (The Machine, Transcendence, A.I. Artificial 

Intelligence, Next Gen, etc.) that talk about technological singularity 

or artificial intelligence and the increasing appearance of robots in 

animated movies and in Netflix (Love, Death & Robots). Also, with 

more humanoid robots being released into the market and the 

hottest online courses being artificial intelligence and machine 

learning; we can sure that this discussion is here to stay. 

While we are wondering and dreaming about our futuristic worlds, 

let us also try to root into the present and see. As of today, we rely 

heavily on our smartphones, video calling, easy payment portals, 

and technology. At some point each day, we wonder how life was 

without this technology. Despite being the most technologically 

advanced and luxurious in history, why as a generation are more 

psychologically distressed than ever. What made Korea 

introduce gaming detox centers, and NIMHANS, India initiate 



the facebook deaddiction center and what makes many of us 

feel that we are addicted to our very own smartphones!  

As young doctors, we need to think this through on behalf of our 

society as this has a direct impact on health at large. We need to 

understand that everything that has the potential of doing any good 

also has the potential to do harm, just like a stick of dynamite.  

Food can itself become poison, isn’t it? All it requires is moderation. 

Therefore, let us spend at least a few hours every day without 

smartphones and other gadgets. Let’s not wake up to them, even 

it means that we have to return to our alarm clock to wake us up. 

Talk to our neighbors, family and call a few friends even if it means 

spending a little lesser time on social media. Spend a little more 

time talking to our patients, even if that information is of no use to 

the electronic medical records system. By being human to our 

patients, we ensure that computers can never replace us; doctors 

in the future. We can never be absolutely sure of the past or future but 
the present is here. In the present, we can still be the smarter ones. 

 

  



 

  



Computational Psychiatry for 
Dummies 

Disclaimer: This article is written to help dummies like me to 

understand what this complex terminology means. It is aimed to be 

simple and understandable rather than perfect and accurate. Experts 

are requested to refrain from reading this article ;) 

Inter-sectoral disciplines are very intriguing. We know how Sheldon 

Cooper was able to come to a Nobel Prize winning discovery in physics 

with the inputs from Amy Farah Fowler who was a neurobiologist. 

Okay, Okay..! I agree that it was just a fictional piece from a TV series. 

But you get the idea, right? Two entirely different aspects of science can 

come together to give very interesting prospects! One of such 

intersections is Computational Psychiatry. It uses the techniques of 

psychiatry, psychology, machine learning, neuroscience, behavioral 

economics and a lot other complicated mathematics to try and decipher 

unsolved mystery behind various 

psychiatric illnesses. It tries to 

build mathematical models for it. 

I know right! Maths? Seriously?! 

But it turns out that our decision 

making process and the basis for 

various such cognitive processes is done in a meticulous and sequential 

flow and that’s where mathematics comes in. If we try and decode this 

basic math behind all this in normal and various affected brains, we 

might be able to build up models to study them extensively. Why am I 

talking with “might?” It’s already done and is possible!  

The details of each of them can get pretty much too technical and is 

beyond the scope of this article. But, here is an example that’s relatively 

easy for us to understand: Connectionist and neural network models. 



This is one of the earliest and preliminary models. Based on the 

information from biology of psychopathology, neural networks were 

developed in which particular neurons take on specific computational 

roles like for a particular sensory input etc. In psychiatry, this model was 

mainly applied to Schizophrenia. The dynamics of associative networks 

were used to reproduce the characteristic rapid changing, loose 

associations in the speech of schizophrenic patients. Less stable, 

constantly altering memories were reproduced by increasing the noise 

while correspondingly decreasing the dynamic gain of the networks 

leading to less specific memories. While overloading these networks 

with memories beyond its capacity, spurious memories reminiscent of 

hallucinations arose. Cool, right? We were able to artificially produce 

hallucinations in the models. This model has been tailored to use and 

study various such aspects of Schizophrenia and mania. 

 I feel this is already too much information for us to awe at and hence 

I’m not continuing with other models like reinforcement models, model 

based planning etc. But it’s also interesting. So, if you are really 

intrigued and would like to explore more, start from the links given 

below which were my references and dive into it! Do tell me if you found 

anything particularly fascinating in the comments of this article. Let’s 

explore more together  

1. https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/bfm%3A978-1-4614-6675-

8%2F1.pdf 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAyObyDb9CU 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8G83r_SUDXE 

Disclaimer 2: Dr. Sheldon Cooper and Dr. Amy Farah Fowler are not 

real scientists. They are characters of the popular TV show- The Big 

Bang Theory. If you haven’t tried it yet, do watch it. It’s awesome for 

science dummies like us. 
 

  

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/bfm%3A978-1-4614-6675-8%2F1.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/bfm%3A978-1-4614-6675-8%2F1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAyObyDb9CU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8G83r_SUDXE


 

  



ELECTRONIC HEALTH 
RECORDS (EHR): NEED FOR 
INTEGRATION AT THE 
CENTRE. 

India is growing towards the concept of digitalization where and the 
major reforms are being taking place in the health care. As the drive 
towards digitalization is propagated by Prime Minister of India Mr. 
Narendra Modi, the change has increased drastically. The first step 
towards digitalization of health care is towards electronic health record 
/ electronic medical record (EHR/ EMR). 
 The word EHR/EMR may not be familiar to everyone, It is defined as 
systematized collection of patient and population electronically-stored 
health information in a digital format.  There is a huge shift happening 
towards shift in the patients record from the paper format to digital 
format. This format has vastly being taking place in the cities and also 
slowly happening in the smaller towns and villages.  Even the primary 
health centre (PHC) are trying to be moving towards digital format. 
 

Now let's see the working of the 
EHR/EMR. Mostly big hospitals, to issue 
the EHR/EMR usually connected to their 
own server collecting the patient data and 
the data is being provided to the patients 
in the form of the PDF format or via an 
application in the phone or through a 
website. Seeking the opportunity many 
start up's providing these services such as 
creation of EHR/EMR to these individual 



small hospitals have been emerged. These store data of the patients in 
their own personal servers.  
 
The trend towards the data digitalization is very good for a developing 
country like India but the direction at which the data is being collected 
and utilized is wrong where patients data is being present in the private 
servers where the owner of the data is not patient but the individual 
start-up's and hospitals. This can lead to heavy misuse of the data 
without the patients consent.  
 
Coming to patients perspective, Indians are slowly getting accustomed 
to digitalization but it is not being centralized. Let's look at an example 
what do I mean of centralization? A 45 year old man over a period of 5 
years visits hospital 12 times where he was given 10 digital health 
record and 2 paper health records and for some reason or the other 
some of the records are lost or couldn't find it due to various servers. 
When he visits the next doctor,  the doctor also couldn't understand the 
patient's condition due to some of the missing past records. The 
situation would be similar to the paper based records except that 
instead of paper here digital records are used. Instead if we have a 
common server at the centre where the every patient is given is give a 
code/ID and digital records needs to be uploaded in a common portal 
instead of various different portals. The patient himself can access data 
and the owner of the data and no third party can have access to the 
data.  The doctor can also have access to the data in a single document 
and can assess the patient with a better clinical outcomes. The 
nationwide epidemiological studies can be planned with a decrease in 
the amount of money spent on these studies every year. Data acquiring 
of the patient and contacting the patient also becomes easy due to the 
centralization.  
 
Until and unless there is a integration of all the data in a single platform 
by the government of India and policies for the generation of the 



EHR/EMR, there would be wasting of resources and ownership are 
going to take place and cannot see a digital health India in near future.   
  



       
  



PUBLIC HEALTHCARE: INDIA 
TODAY AND TOMORROW 

Have you ever witnessed a sight where the patient has asked you 

to remove the I.V. line so that he/she can take his own blood 

samples for reporting or a CPAP being taken by the nearly 

moribund child’s father along with a heavy O2 cylinder or a series 

of unattended ambulance calls because the government one 

would simply make an excuse to arrive? If you have answered 

yes, I can probably comprehend accurately about your working 

conditions and if you are yet to witness such sad wonders that 

prevail, the government healthcare in many state sponsored 

places can any day make you add to the list. 

 

While I was rotating under one of 

the most respected doctors in a 

department earlier this month I was 

lucky enough to start a conversation 

with the professor. She started by 

saying “Back in the 90s when I was 

a postgraduate student, I remember people glowing up with joy 

that they will receive healthcare from this government hospital. 

People coming from miles away wanting to get themselves 

treated”. The pride was visible all over her face sitting gracefully in 

that dilapidated room. “The bitter truth Ripu today is that only the 

ones who barely make a living avail the medical healthcare at the 

very same institution and that joy has now turned into a misery” 

said the highly disappointed professor. No doubt my meager 

experience at the place did second her opinion. “200 crores have 

been allocated to this government institute ‘Doctor Sahib’ in the 



new state budget for this session” said a representative of a 

million dollar pharmaceutical company waiting to endorse the 

medicines not available in the government stock. Silence filled the 

room and the compounder called in the next patient. 

Nothing new about these announcements if you ask me as this 

was a continuation to aids that the government allocates over 

years and are utilised* for betterment of healthcare. Sadly today’s 

article is partly about this asterisk. 

With many new schemes and health programs every now and 

then, the government does benefit certain class of society but yet 

insufficient considering the humongous needs of this Indian 

subcontinent. So what should be done? Is this just another article 

full of criticism and bashing? 

So how can the existing healthcare bloom and how 

modernizations of our healthcare system not stay as a 

distant dream?,, 

I won’t shy away today by starting from the fact which i have 

witnessed over time that the major problem today lies in the 

proper execution and checks on the work by appointed 

contractors. People easily pay off a 40k earning project supervisor 

by a tiny part of crores worth tender they won in the auction.  

If we talk about some ideas for the future, telemedicine is 

definitely there to impress. It was introduced to me recently by an 

enthusiast and some Google searches made me aware about its 

valuation of 32 million US dollars by 2020. With telemedicine, 

67% population of this Indian subcontinent i.e. the rural areas can 

be extensively boosted by the low cost consultation and diagnosis 

facilities by the internet connectivity. In recent years, medical 

research enthusiasts are talking about latest terms like IOT in 

healthcare, e-health, app based assistance, online ambulance 



booking and some big data analytics. Medicine is definitely 

changing and for modernization of government healthcare today , 

these things will surely come in handy. 

I recently got an opportunity to attend an undergraduate medical 

conclave which made me witness some brilliant ideas that day. 

Our own idea for that evening of enhancing the organ donation 

with application based tracking, insurance schemes and voluntary 

clause inclusion makes me feel proud but somehow down the 

wire also makes me think if the existing infrastructure could 

handle it effectively. 

In a letter dated on 9th July of last year, creation of ‘All India 

medical service was given a thumbs up to bridge the gap for 

Central health service doctors who have never worked in the 

indigenous states and for improving leadership and management 

at all levels. Medicine being a state subject would definitely 

benefit and run towards the goal of modern and efficient 

healthcare today in ‘2.019’.Reduction in tax levy as a support by 

the government for making India a healthcare hub or providing 

infrastructural aid with aims of strengthening the existing system, 

there could be many options we can look upon. 

A pilot project, funded by the Greek Ministry of Health and 

Welfare and the EC supported the Program ‘INTERREG II’ to 

establish an advanced and integrated web-based information 

system that can process and move information in real time, 

allowing public health authorities to monitor events at hundreds or 

thousands of public health facilities at once. If this works out 

maybe it can be a solution for the gaps that exist today. According 

to the 2014 RUPRI Health Panel report, Access to Rural Health 

Care - A Literature Review and New Synthesis, barriers to 

healthcare result in unmet healthcare needs, including a lack of 

preventive and screening services and treatment of 



illnesses.Creating healthier rural communities is one of the most 

important aspects to improve healthcare at the primary level and 

with engagement of a variety of stakeholders this may not be a 

distant dream. Some brave steps, open challenges, good 

approaches and you may watch someone else writing about how 

progressive our system got over years. 

 

With the globe set to witness the world’s largest democracy 

undergo it’s another exercise this year, the budget of whooping 7 

billion dollar (50,000 crores) could have done wonders for so 

many things besides only promoting promises. 

‘Together we can do, WHATEVER IT TAKES’. 

 
  



 
  



NOBEL LAUREATES IN MEDICINE – 
SPELLBINDING ACHIEVEMENTS. 

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine is awarded yearly for 

outstanding discoveries in the fields of life sciences and medicine. 

Till date 216 Nobel Laureates have won this prestigious award 

since the time it was initiated in 1901. 

The first ever Nobel prize in the field of Medicine was awarded to 

Emil Adolf von Behring for his work on serum therapy, especially 

its application against Diphtheria. This opened a new road in the 

domain of medical sciences and thereby placed in the hands of 

the physician a victorious weapon against illness and deaths. 

Here is a table of the wonderful discoveries in the past decade for 

which the prestigious award has been bestowed.  

 

Year  Nobel Laureates in Medicine. Discoveries made 
by them. 

2009 Elizabeth H. Blackburn, Carol 
Greider& Jack Szostak 

How chromosomes 
are protected by 
telomeres and 
enzyme telomerase. 

2010 Robert G. Edwards Development of In 
vitro fertilisation. 

2011 Bruce A. Beutler and Jules 
Hoffmann  
 
Ralph Steinman  

Activation of innate 
immunity. 
 
Dendritic cell and its 
role in adaptive 
immunity. 



2012 Sir John B. Gurdon and Shinya 
Yamanaka  

Mature cells can be re 
programmed to 
become pluripotent. 

2013 James Rothman, Randy 
Schekman and Thomas Sudhof 

Machinery regulating 
vesicle traffic, a major 
transport system in 
our cells. 
 

2014 John Keefe,May Britt Moser and 
Edvard Moser  

Cells constituting a 
positioning system in 
the brain. 

2015 William C. Campbell and Satoshi 
Omura 
 
 
 
TuYouyou 

Novel therapy against 
infections caused by 
roundworm parasites. 
 
Novel therapies 
against Malaria. 

2016 Yoshinori Ohsumi Mechanisms for 
autophagy. 

2017 Jeffrey Hall, Michael Rosbash 
and Michael W. Young  

Molecular 
mechanisms 
controlling the 
circadian rhythm. 

2018 James P Allison and 
TasukuHonjo 

Cancer therapy by 
inhibition of negative 
immune regulation. 

 



 

Process of Nomination and selection of the Nobel Laureates in the field 

of Medicine-  

The Nobel Committee sends confidential invitation letters to people 

who are competent and qualified to nominate candidates for the Nobel 

Prize in Physiology or Medicine. 

 

Selection of Nobel Laureates – 

The Nobel Assembly at KarolinskaInstitutet is responsible for selection 

of the Nobel Laureates in the field of Medicine.  

 

Who is eligible for the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine? 



Candidates eligible are those nominated by nominators who have 

received an invitation from the Nobel Committee to submit names for 

consideration. No one can nominate themselves. 

 

How are the Nobel Laureates selected ? 

The Noble Prize for Physiology or Medicine is awarded for discovery of 

major importance in life science or medicine. Discoveries that have 

changed the scientific paradigm and are of great benefit for mankind 

are awarded  the prize, whereas life time achievements or scientific 

leadership cannot be considered for the Nobel Prize. 

 

Some quick facts about the Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology – 

1. Medicine prizes – 109 

2. Medicine Laureates – 216 

3. Awarded women – 12 

4. Youngest Laureate – 32 years old. 

5. Oldest Laureate – 87 years old. 

 

 

In  a TED talk given by Dr. Michael Brown at the TEDxUTA after winning 

the Nobel Prizealong with Dr. Joseph Goldsteinfor discovering the low 

density lipoprotein receptor (LDL), he listed down these golden points 

on how can one win a Nobel Prize in Medicine– 

1. Be curious. 

 

2. Train with a Nobel Prize winner (or the equivalent). 

 



3. Find a partner to share the adventure. 

 

4. Find a problem that fascinates you. 

 

5. Find a strong financial support for your work. 

 

6. Work very hard and get totally consumed by it. 

 

7. Solve the problem that fascinated you. 

 

8. Luck plays an important role too. 

 

References – 

1. TEDxTalks 

2. Wikipedia 

3. www.nobelprize.org 
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THE STRONG SURVIVE: AM I 
STRONG ENOUGH? LIVING 
WITH ANTIBIOTIC 
RESISTANCE 
Maithreyi Chappidi 

 

We learn about bacteria, fungi, and viruses in school, about DNA and 

RNA. That was where I first heard about antibiotic resistance. At the 

time another student J, exclaims that they wouldn’t use even Tylenol 

because then he might become resistant to an infection and would not be 

able to take any medicine to treat it. That statement didn’t make sense, 

but what did we know? We were just kids. 

Speaking about antibiotics now, put into perspective that statement, the 

truth, the half-truth, and the false. Penicillin was one of the first 

antibiotics and also the first mentioned in any pharmacology textbook - 

along with a section of how often bacteria are resistant to it. So what is 

antibiotic resistance? It is when bacteria change in such a way that a 

http://www.lexiconin.com/antibiotic-resistnance-image-2/


particular drug has decreased or absent effectiveness via modifying cell 

wall, a new enzyme, or gene transfer. Sir Alexander Fleming first 

introduced the world to penicillin and predicted the rise of antibiotic 

resistance by overprescription. Is it really all due only to drug happy 

medical professionals? 

 

Surprisingly, no. It is partly nature, bacteria will always change and the 

resistant organisms not only propagate but share the responsible genes 

with other bacterium. Or due to use in agricultural and animal husbandry 

as a growth stimulant leading to consumers ingesting the resistant 

bacteria. It is due to noncompliance to the treatment regimen, so an 

infection is only partially cleared, not eradicated. It is in our antibacterial 

soaps, handwashes, and plastic utensils even. 

 Penicillin was discovered in 1928, and used during World War II as a 

miracle drug to treat all matter of infections. Now, less than a century 

later, there are very few sensitive organisms for which penicillin is the 

first line or even second line drug of choice. This timeline of resistance 

is even more alarming with vancomycin which was developed for 

resistant organisms in mind, resistance was noted within one to two 

decades of use. Currently for a patient arriving for treatment whether for 

tuberculosis, malaria, or a urinary tract infection, there is increasing 

http://www.lexiconin.com/antibiotic-resistance-image/


incidence of resistant organisms. WHO’s Global Antimicrobial 

Surveillance System (GLASS) which was implemented in 2015, 

revealed that approximately 5,00,000 people in 22 countries were 

resistant with approximately 50% percent of people with pneumonia 

resistant to penicillins, over 60% people with E.coli UTI were resistant 

to ciprofloxacin. 

To combat this growing problem, WHO is recommending antibiotic 

stewardship - treating infection only as appropriate with the appropriate 

drug and duration. Beyond this, research is focusing on the development 

and approval for new antibiotics, improved drug delivery for targeted 

action with nanoparticles, phages, and colloids, rapid resistance 

detection to facilitate better antibiotic selection, and implementing 

ayurvedic therapy as an adjunct are all being researched. As individuals, 

we can choose to not use antibiotic soap or eating antibiotic fed meat, 

decrease the use of antibiotics for a viral cold or sore throat. 

 

 
  



 
 

  



HAS IT CHANGED YOUR LIFE 
YET? 
What exactly is an innovation and why do we need it?And how is 

it different from invention? 

In any kind of sector, innovation is a core activity. It generally 

refers to changing the existing processes or creating more 

effective processes, ideas and products. Not keeping a rigid 

outlook, it does not only mean invention of a new process, rather 

translating that invention or idea into something that addsvalue for 

the existing system. 

So what does innovation in the healthcare sector mean?  

It means hoping to see some significant changes in how 

healthcare is administered, improvements in patient access, lower 

wait times, improved revenues for health systems, lower costs 

and much more. It means opening up alternatives to a tedious 

early procedure or creating asolution to a medical problem 

previously incurable. And glad to say, the healthcare sector has 

stepped onto the technological bandwagonand made tremendous 

progress bringing forth new innovations from patient registration 

to data monitoring, lab tests and self-care tools. It has taken out 

services from the confines of hospital walls and integrated them 

with user friendly accessible devices, changing the face of 

modern medicine. 

With this, let us look at some latest innovations in the healthcare 

sector that have reformed the way we look at medicine. 

 ROBOTIC SURGERY 

Robots in the OT, you say? Sounds surreal right? But the 

crossover of industrial robotics with medicine dates back to 



the 1980s when Kwoh et al employed PUMA 560 to perform 

neurosurgical biopsies with greater precision. The major 

breakthrough occurred with the production of Da Vinci 

Surgery System in 2000 which became the first FDA-

approved system for general laparoscopic surgery. Today, 

integration with robotics has resulted in most surgeries being 

performed with minimally invasive approach leading to a 

shortened recovery time, reduced pain and overall better 

surgical outcome for the patients. 

 

 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Although still in its infancy, AI holds promise for patients 

changing the healthcare game with its applications in patient 

triage, minimizing staffing challenges, monitoring the health 

status or scheduling doctor appointments based on severity 

of symptoms. It also includes apps that act as chat bots for 

discussing private medical issues with, which then provides 

‘smart help’ to a patient in getting doctor consultations. 

 

 TELEMEDICINE/TELEHEALTH 

Nota completely new development, yet it has grown 

tremendously in the last decade providing cost-benefits that 

can’t be ignored. It is expanding on the thought process that 

“if the right clinical expertise can be brought to the right place 

at the right time to make the right medical decision in an 

effective manner”, the quality can be improved and costs 

lowered. 

 

 RNA BASED THERAPIES 

Interfering with genetic data at the ribonucleic acid (RNA) 

level gives scientists the ability to intercept a patient’s 

genetic abnormality before it is translated into functioning 



proteins. One sector where this has been successful is in the 

development of a class of new LDL cholesterol-lowering 

drugs which when taken with a statin, are expected to lower 

cholesterol levels by 75% 

 

 VR/MR FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION 

Most of us would think of video games at the mention of VR, 

isn’t it? However these reality systems have recently caught 

the eye of healthcare professionals eager to sharpen their 

skills. It has also proved efficient to treat chronic pain. 

KarunaVR for instance uses VR tech to help patients 

overcome learned pain and motor impairment. 

 

 3D PRINTING 

Using 3D printing technology, medical devices can now be 

matched to the exact specifications of a patient. Currently, its 

applications include in the area of external prosthetics, 

cranial/orthopaedic implants and customized airway stents. 

With greater advancement, it is increasing attention to detail 

in patient care. 

 

 PHARMACOGENOMIC TESTING 

In the recent years, the opioid crisis has been declared a 

public health emergency due to an increase in its 

prescription for chronic pain. To curtail this crisis, 

pharmacogenomics testing came to the rescue, which uses 

a patient’s genetic makeup to predict an individual’s 

metabolism of drugs, including some opiate based drug. It 

has also helped in eliminating the stigma of ‘drug seeking’ as 

it can predict who may have little or no pain relief to some 

opioid based analgesics. This way, these people cannot get 

over prescriptions. 



 

 HEALTH 

WEARABLES 

The demand for 

wearables has grown 

since the release of 

Bluetooth back in 

2000. In late 2018, 

Apple made headlines 

with their ground breaking Apple Series 4 Watch that has an 

integrated ECG to monitor the wearer’s heart rhythms. 

Within days of its technology, it became one of the hottest 

innovations of today, aiming to combat chronic diseases like 

diabetes by helping patients monitoring their fitness. 

 

 SMART INHALERS 

Research studies had shown that 94% people don’t use 

inhalers properly and hence don’t have their asthma under 

control. To control this, Bluetooth enabled smart inhalers 

were developed in which a small device is attached to the 

inhaler which records the date and time of each dose and 

whether it was correctly administered. The date is then sent 

to patient’s smartphone so they can keep track of and 

control their condition. 



 

As the years pass, the 

healthcare sector will 

continue to flourish. If you 

don’t like visiting the doctor, 

that’s fine, because soon 

the doctor may visit you. 

Virtually that is possible with 

5Gwireless communication 

technology which is in talks 

lately. Also, Apple is 

reportedly working on a 

“super secret” medical project aiming at non-invasive 

diabetic monitoring. Exciting, right? Let us wait and watch 

what the future holds for us. 

  



Let’s End it on a Lighter Note! 







 

 


